A full service ticketing agency set up by the team at ACC Liverpool Group, home to BT Convention Centre, Echo Arena and Exhibition Centre Liverpool.

From music to sport, comedy to family shows, TicketQuarter Groups provides our customers with access to the best events at Echo Arena Liverpool, Liverpool and the North West. With a team of dedicated and experienced staff to manage your group booking, it couldn’t be simpler to enjoy an event with family, friends or colleagues.

**Group booking benefits include**:  
- Special group discounts and offers  
- Reserve tickets and pay later on selected shows  
- Dedicated account manager  
- Easy payment options including Credit/Debit Cards, Cheque, Cash, BACs and International Payments  
- Up-to-date show/event information via email and web page  
- Coach parking available at selected venues

To find out more about Groups or to make a Group Booking [click here](#) or call [0344 561 7672](#).

**The Group booking hotline is open:**
Monday-Saturday: 9am - 9pm Sunday: 10am - 5pm
The Drifters delivered numerous hits on both sides of the Atlantic that saw them inducted into the ‘Rock & Roll Hall of Fame’ in 1988.

In 2004 The Drifters were ranked at no.81 by ‘Rolling Stone Magazine’ top 100 ‘Greatest Artists of All Time’.

Under 14s must be accompanied by an adult.
The Adventure Dock course is made up of huge inflatable free-fall slides, trampolines, rafts and barriers. You’ll bounce, splash and slide whilst racing your family & friends around this fun filled course. Anyone from the age of 8 years old will have an amazing time on this unique course, and we will make sure you leave with a huge smile and totally wiped out!

Race your friends & family – Explore the Course – Conquer the Obstacles.

The Adventure Dock is a brilliant venue for a kid’s party, stag do’s, hen do’s, corporate days out, team challenges or an epic day out with your friends. It is also a brilliant facility for schools to mentally and physically challenge their students.

5 MAY - 28 OCTOBER
DUKES DOCK, LIVERPOOL WATERFRONT

The Adventure Dock Co

STANDARD £20.00
GROUPS 4 OR MORE £18.00
The Original Harlem Globetrotters are bringing their action packed World Tour to Liverpool!

A star-studded roster will have fans on the edge of their seats to witness the ball handling wizardry, basketball artistry and one-of-a-kind family entertainment that thrills fans of all ages. New this season, the Globetrotters will debut basketball’s first 4-point line. The 4-point line will be located 30 feet from the basket – 6 feet, 3 inches beyond the top of the NBA’s current 3-point line. You won’t want your family to miss it!

£9.89 (incl. administration fee) per child
£20.25 / £25 / £28.50 / £32 / £50

HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS

25 MAY 2018
ECHO ARENA LIVERPOOL
A long time ago, in a galaxy not that far away...

40 years ago, on May 25th 1977, an independent space opera movie called Star Wars premiered in just 32 movie theatres across the USA. Little did the world realise at the time, how important and influential this single film would be to the future of moviemaking, merchandising and life itself.

In July 2018, a gathering of fans, actors and crew from all 3 eras of Star Wars, will come together to share their passion for the greatest movie franchise of all time. The event will feature guest signings & photo shoots, live Q&A panels, costume groups & garrisons, cosplay parades & competitions, gaming, props, Jedi Lightsaber training and a huge traders area.

Guests include:
Garrick Hagon - Biggs Darklighter
Richard Oldfield - Derek ‘Hobbie’ Klivian
Toby Philpott - Jabba The Hut
Gloria Garcia - Jakku Defender
Nick Maley - Create Effects

ADULT: £13.75 / CHILD: £8.80
Seen by over 9 million people in more than 250 cities around the world, WALKING WITH DINOSAURS - The Arena Spectacular, is back. Starring Michaela Strachan, be amazed and thrilled as the greatest creatures ever to walk the earth return before your eyes.

The dazzling $20 million production features new, state of the art technology, making this the biggest and best dinosaur show in the world. Internationally renowned designers have worked with scientists to create 18 life-size creatures, including the Stegosaurus, Raptors, and the terrifying Tyrannosaurus-rex! Marvel at the story of their 200-million-year reign on earth, as the continents split and the show transitions from the Triassic to Jurassic eras. Watch them walk, hear them roar, and see their fight for survival and supremacy depicted in almost cinematic realism in front of you.

GROUPS 12+ - £39 TICKETS FOR £25
General entry ground tickets will gain you entry to the acres of land that surround the school. Within the grounds 80% of the event activities will take place and will be included in the price of the general entry ground ticket.

There will be a marquee housing traders, artists, workshops, etc. In the garden areas there will be a picnic area, quidditch games, wand duels, giant prop builds including the Weasley family car, platform 9 3/4 and HoneyDukes sweet shop, a live stage with things such as cosplay competitions and live Q&A’s with guests from the films, food courts, cosplay groups, and much more being added on a daily basis.

GROUND ONLY TICKET: £11
Cirque du Soleil is delighted to announce a brand-new UK arena tour with OVO. Next summer OVO, a celebration of nature and co-existence will bring its fun-filled production for the whole family to arenas around the country. The arena tour starts in Liverpool on 16 August 2018 before touring the UK.

The cast of OVO is comprised of 50 performing artists from 17 countries specializing in many acrobatic acts. This includes Alanna Baker from the United Kingdom who plays the role of the Black Spider in the show. She was crowned gymnastics European Champion in 2011 and won Bronze in the World Championships in 2012. Alanna, who has been training since she was five years old has travelled around the world with OVO to countries as far reaching as Japan and Australia and is now set for a return to her home here in the UK.

Child tickets are available for ages 2-12
Not recommended for under 2s
Under 14s must be accompanied by an adult.

GROUP RATE AVAILABLE ON WEDS, THURS AND BOTH SUN PERFORMANCES ONLY.
FOR GROUPS OF 10 OR MORE 10% DISCOUNT
FOR GROUPS OF 20 OR MORE 15% DISCOUNT
Are you looking for the perfect Christmas present for the gin drinker in your life? Or perhaps it is the perfect present for you? The Gin To My Tonic Show is the ultimate interactive gin experience designed to take you on a journey of discovery.

If you want to be inspired as well as entertained and feel like you’ve had the ultimate gin-centric experience then this show is for you. As well as a chance to sample and buy a diverse range of artisan and craft gins, you will walk away feeling satisfied that this was more than just an exhibition. With cocktail making masterclasses, blind taste challenges, presentations from distilleries, tonic and garnish tutorials, and theatrical bartender performances, it’s the ultimate interactive gin experience.

The first of its kind in the North West, The Gin To My Tonic Show will enable you to DISCOVER the wonderful world of gin, TASTE a spectrum of flavours, LEARN about the unique aspects of the gin and mixers you are drinking, and MASTER the perfect serve.

The show will be filled with premium brands, industry experts and hundreds of products bursting with inspiration. To celebrate gin we have united distilleries, mixers, foods, barware and accessories to create a completely immersive experience.

**GIN ENTHUSIASTS PACKAGE: £20**
**GIN CONNOISSEURS PACKAGE: £35**
The first ever City of Liverpool Tattoo will take place in September 2018 at Echo Arena Liverpool. Echo Arena will host this new event with three performances on Friday September 14 and Saturday 15 September 2018. There are evening shows on Friday and Saturday with a matinee performance the Saturday at 2.30pm.

The line-up of performers for this great spectacular includes a host of amazing performers and military bands including those from the British army, massed pipes and drums, local and overseas silver, pipe and flute bands, the City of Liverpool Highland Dancers and The Imperial Corps Of Drums Liverpool. Adding an international flavour will be the Lume De Biqueira Pipe Band from Spain, the Volunteer Band of the Dutch Engineer Regiment and the famous Artane Band from Dublin.

International Tattoos are renowned for novelty acts and the Julianna Bicycle Group will delight the audience as will the Innova Irish Dance Company. Further bands are to be announced. The City of Liverpool Tattoo promises to be an unmissable celebration and an extravaganza of music and dance that is set to become an unmissable cultural event in the city’s calendar.

10% OFF: GROUPS 10 - 50
15% OFF GROUPS 51+
DRIVER AND COURIER GO FREE
Follow the boy who refuses to grow up and his fairy sidekick Tinkerbell as they visit the nursery of Wendy, John & Michael Darling. With a sprinkling of magical fairy dust, watch Peter and his new friends fly out the nursery window and over London to Neverland.

Will Peter Pan and his gang defeat the evil Captain Hook and rid Neverland of evil?

Groups 10+: All tickets £15 (1 in 20 free)